PREFACE

The idea to study the repertoires of Assamese folktale tellers was first broached to me by my teacher, Dr. Kishore Kumar Bhattacharjee, Head of the Department, Folklore Research, Gauhati University. Till to-day no attention has been paid to study the repertoire of individual storytellers and their creativity in Assamese folktales. Moreover, the meaning of the tales from the tellers point of view and the reflection of storytellers’ personality have not yet been investigated in Assamese folktale study. So I felt delighted to get that idea and started to study the repertoires of a few storytellers in the field of Assamese folktale.

A repertoire is a selected and memorized knowledge of a bearer of tradition which she can recall at anytime. As a tradition bearer, a storyteller selects and absorbs the traditions from her culture and society. So the social knowledge which is continued from generation to generation is known from individual repertoire analysis.

During the thirties and the forties of the last century, some scholars in Germany and Hungary established methods for the study of the role of personality and society in folktale performance.
The storytellers' tale repertoire, creativity and the meaning of the tales are studied now by different scholars of the world. In India, Kirin Narayan gives emphasis on the art of storytelling in her book *Mondays on the Dark Night of the Moon* (1997).

In Assam, the study of folktale has so far broadly remained confined either to collection of texts or classification of the collected material, notwithstanding certain analytical attempts. Therefore, here an attempt has been made to study the repertoires of storytellers by selecting three women from different parts of Assam and to study their creativity and meaning of the tales.

I would like to take this opportunity to express my profound gratitude to a number of persons who extended their whole hearted support and co-operation in the preparation of this work. First and foremost, I would like to express my sincerest thanks and gratitude to my respected teacher and supervisor of this study, Dr. Kishore Kumar Bhattacharjee, Head of the Department of Folklore Research, Gauhati University. I am indebted to him for his scholarly co-operation, advice and inspiration. I express my gratitudes to my teachers Dr. Nabin Ch. Sarma, Dr. Anil Boro and Dr. Kandarpa Das for their valuable advice and inspiration.
My father late Dandi Ram Sarma Shastri who is no more in this world now, inspired me a lot to begin this study. I pay my tribute to his heavenly soul. I must pay my hearty gratitudes to the storytellers Purnima Devi, Taruni Devi and Lahari Hazarika, without whose repertoire, this study would have not been possible. I am also indebted to their family members for their co-operation.

I shall remain ever grateful to Dr. Mrinal Medhi who has assisted me in translating some tales and always encouraged me for this work. I must mention some names with thanks and gratitude for their help and encouragement. They are Mohini Goswami, Utpal Bezborua, Robin Sarma, Rekha Devi, Ajit Kr. Baruah, Prasanta Bordoloi, Anuradha Baruah, Mira Medhi, Apurba Bora, Bishnuram Nath, Gayatri Chutia, Pinki Saikia, Bikram Hazarika and Ankur Rajsikhowa.

My husband Prasanna Kr. Sarma always encouraged me and helped me in every step of this study. My baby daughter Namrata, had to suffer a lot during this period. I express my hearty gratitudes to them. My mother Bhanu Devi, mother-in-law Soneswari Devi and brothers Pabitra, Chittaranjan, Iswar, Himan, Pranjal and sister Mahasweta are also behind the progress of this work. I am indebted to all of them and shall remain ever grateful.
I express my thankfulness to Dilip Deka and Mahendra Baishya of the department of Folklore Research for helping me in doing the library works in the departmental library. I also thank to the members of ‘Asam Sahitya Sabha Bhawan’ Library, Jorhat for helping me in doing library work there.

At last my thanks must go to Debajeet Goswasmi of Oshin Printers, Jorhat, who typed the thesis in the initial stage. I also express my thanks to Nur Ahmed and Sarat Das for typing this thesis in time.
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